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Social-ecological alignment promotes positive ecological 33 

conditions in coral reefs 34 

 35 

Abstract 36 

Complex social-ecological interactions underpin many important environmental problems. To 37 

help capture this complexity, we advance an interdisciplinary network modeling framework that 38 

leverages advances in multilevel exponential random graph modeling to identify important 39 

structural relationships between people and nature that can influence environmental conditions. 40 

Drawing on comprehensive social and ecological data from five coral reef fishing communities 41 

along the Kenyan coast; including interviews with 648 fishers, underwater visual census data of 42 

reef ecosystem condition, and time-series landings data; we show that positive ecological 43 

conditions are associated with social-ecological network closure – i.e., fully linked and thus 44 

closed, network structures between social actors and ecological resources. Specifically, our 45 

results provide strong evidence that when fishers facing commons dilemmas form cooperative 46 

communication ties with direct resource competitors, they can achieve positive gains in both 47 

reef fish biomass and functional richness. Our work provides key empirical insight to a growing 48 

body of interdisciplinary research on social-ecological alignment, and helps to advance an 49 

integrative framework that can be applied empirically across a range of social-ecological 50 

contexts. 51 

 52 

 53 

 54 

 55 

<main body> 56 
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Humans are a fundamental part of ecosystems and rely on them to support a wide array of their 57 

needs. The extent of environmental stressors connected to human activities thus makes 58 

understanding social-ecological linkages of central importance for the analysis of almost any 59 

action related to securing a sustainable future1. Recognizing this, research on the environment 60 

is increasingly focused on transcending traditional disciplinary boundaries and embracing an 61 

integrative, complex systems view to understand ecosystems from a perspective that 62 

incorporates theories and frameworks from both the natural and social sciences2,3. Even with 63 

this progress, studying complex systems involves inherent limitations, including a lack of 64 

common language and methods shared between the natural and social sciences4,5. Thus, 65 

advancing tractable and informative frameworks and models that capture social-ecological 66 

linkages and can be applied empirically remains a defining challenge to address real-world 67 

sustainability issues. 68 

 69 

A path forward that is gaining increasing attention in the literature is the development and 70 

application of social-ecological network approaches4,6-9. Network approaches offer a fruitful 71 

framework for theorizing and empirically investigating important social-ecological interactions 72 

and how they relate to sustainability outcomes for several reasons. First, social-ecological 73 

network approaches can capture important relationships both among and between social and 74 

ecological entities (Fig. 1), thus explicitly accounting for interdependencies (e.g., spillovers and 75 

feedbacks) that can have dramatic effects on social-ecological system behavior10. Second, 76 

social-ecological network approaches evoke language, methods, and models common to both 77 

the natural and social sciences11,12, thus providing one avenue to facilitate the cross-disciplinary 78 

engagement necessary for solving complex environmental problems. Yet despite recent 79 

theoretical and conceptual developments of social-ecological network approaches13, empirical 80 

applications have struggled to move beyond individual case studies or explicitly link aspects of 81 

social-ecological structure to quantitative data on ecosystem conditions13-15. We advance this 82 
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emerging research through a novel multi-case, comparative empirical assessment that 83 

demonstrates how certain social-ecological interdependencies relate to quantitative ecological 84 

conditions. 85 

 86 

Our research rests on the assumptions that (a) important aspects of social systems, ecological 87 

systems, and the interactions between them can be modeled and analyzed as nodes and links 88 

in a multilevel social-ecological network, and (b) social-ecological networks are themselves 89 

composed of precisely defined network configurations [i.e., building blocks, or network ‘motifs’16] 90 

that reflect key relationships among social actors and ecological resources important for 91 

achieving particular outcomes (Fig. 1)4. Perhaps the most salient social-ecological network 92 

configuration highlighted to date17,18 is the closed, cross-level social-ecological triangle – where 93 

two actors connected to the same resource are also connected to each other (Fig. 1). This 94 

configuration captures a form of social-ecological network closure, i.e., fully linked and thus 95 

closed, network structures between social actors and ecological resources (which stand in 96 

contrast to ‘open’ social-ecological network structures; e.g., where social actors are connected 97 

to common ecological resources, but are not connected to each other). In social network 98 

science, ‘network closure’19 [often equated with bonding social capital20], emphasizes that tight 99 

coupling between actors facilitates trust, learning, and the establishment of common norms and 100 

sanctions while minimizing uncertainty21,22. Social-ecological network closure extends this 101 

coupling across the social-ecological divide, identifying specific forms of communication and 102 

cooperation that bind actors connected to the same (or interconnected23) resources, thereby 103 

better equipping them to learn from each other and agree on and address important 104 

environmental problems (Fig. 2). 105 

 106 

The proposed utility of this type of social-ecological network closure is especially pronounced in 107 

the commons, where actors use shared resources for extractive purposes14. In this context, 108 
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actors are faced with a ubiquitous social dilemma, i.e., the ‘tragedy of the commons’25, whereby 109 

each individual has an incentive to overharvest in order to maximize their own short-term gain 110 

due to the non-excludable and rivalrous nature of common resources. Privatization or third-party 111 

regulation and enforcement can help to solve this dilemma; however, these actions are not 112 

always feasible, preferable, or cost effective. In such cases, the ability of resource users to act 113 

collectively to devise and enforce commonly agreed upon norms and rules for sustainable 114 

resource use is critical26. Yet how such cooperation emerges when faced with social dilemmas 115 

without oversight from a central authority has been of considerable interest among scholars for 116 

decades27. Though several explanations have been proposed and some have been supported 117 

through empirical research28, one of the most robust findings has been that communication is 118 

critical – when individuals engage in face-to-face communication, cooperation increases 119 

significantly29. Thus, if actors with a stake in the same resource have opportunities to 120 

communicate, there is strong theoretical evidence to support the notion that it can facilitate 121 

cooperation toward effectively managing shared resources, thereby leading to improved 122 

ecological conditions (see Fig. 2)4,28,30,31. This type of social-ecological network closure can also 123 

facilitate learning, which is critical for updating management strategies in the face of social and 124 

ecological change32. In common-pool resource settings, social-ecological closure is thus an 125 

important aspect of what is often referred to as social-ecological alignment  (or ‘social-ecological 126 

fit’) where relationships between social actors are aligned with the characteristics of the 127 

underlying biophysical system14,33. 128 

 129 

Here, we test the hypothesis that social-ecological network closure is associated with positive 130 

ecological conditions in the face of the commons dilemma. Specifically, we examined whether 131 

cooperative communication relationships between fishers harvesting the same species (i.e., 132 

closed, cross-level social-ecological triangles, Fig. 1) mediate biomass and functional richness 133 

of fished resources across five coral reef fishing communities (‘sites’) along the Kenyan coast 134 
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(Methods, SI). We also assessed indicators of the key social processes supported by social-135 

ecological network closure (Fig. 2) across sites to explore whether they aligned with our 136 

theoretical expectations. To support our inquiry, we accounted for biophysical, environmental, 137 

and human impact characteristics known to effect reef ecosystem conditions (Methods, SI). We 138 

also evaluated other social and institutional conditions known to effect collective management of 139 

the commons to determine whether they provided alternative explanations for the relative 140 

ecological condition of some sites versus others (Methods, SI).  141 

 142 

Coral reef fisheries are an ideal common-pool resource system to investigate the potentially 143 

positive role of this form of social-ecological alignment on ecological conditions. Reefs are one 144 

of the most productive and biologically diverse ecosystems on the planet34, providing critical 145 

services that support the livelihoods of millions of people35. Yet reefs are rapidly degrading on a 146 

global scale34, in large part due to unsustainable fishing36. All reef fisheries face (or have faced) 147 

the tragedy of the commons, and most are characterized by multiple species being targeted (or 148 

incidentally caught) by multiple gears (Fig. 1). This complexity in the resource base (network 149 

level B, Fig. 1) and associated harvesting strategies (network level X, Fig. 1) presents 150 

considerable challenges for sustainable management37. Most coral reefs are also located in 151 

regions that suffer from low institutional capacity for governance, high dependence on reef 152 

resources, and high rates of poverty38. Thus, a better understanding of how social-ecological 153 

alignment relates to ecological conditions in coral reef fisheries could potentially have large 154 

implications for millions of people worldwide. 155 

 156 

Our ecological indicators – reef fish biomass and functional richness – are strong predictors of 157 

reef ecosystem condition. Reef fish are key elements of reef ecosystems that drive processes 158 

linked to ecosystem condition and stability39. Fish biomass has been shown to be related to a 159 

wide range of information on reef fish functioning (e.g. herbivory, predation), trophic structure, 160 
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life history composition, and benthic ecosystem state40,41. The magnitude of fishable biomass is 161 

highly sensitive to fishing and is commonly used to gauge the status of coral reefs globally42.  162 

Functional richness captures the roles species perform in an ecosystem by categorizing species 163 

based on a combination of key traits (for example diet, body size, and mobility), rather than 164 

taxonomy. As such, functional richness quantifies the number of unique trait combinations within 165 

a given sample, and has been shown to predict ecological responses to disturbance, 166 

understand competitive interactions, and partly drive productivity43. Functional, as opposed to 167 

taxonomic, richness is fast becoming a much preferred measure of biodiversity in ecology as it 168 

captures more about the role of species in ecosystem functioning43,44. 169 

 170 

Results 171 

Social-ecological ties 172 

We constructed full, multilevel social-ecological networks akin to Fig. 1 for each reef fishing 173 

community (‘site’, Methods, SI). Across sites there were 71 to 232 fishers in each social network 174 

(Table S1). On average fishers had 1.52 – 3.49 contacts with whom they had formed 175 

cooperative communication ties specific to fishing and fishery management (i.e., social ties in A, 176 

Fig. 1). Social-ecological ties (X, Fig. 1) linked fishers to their respective target species via the 177 

primary fishing gear they used (Methods, SI, Tables S2-S4). We found at least three, but up to 178 

five different types of primary fishing gear in use, which included hook and line, gillnets, seine 179 

nets, spears, and traps (Table S2). There was substantial – but not complete – overlap in target 180 

species across gear types, with the majority of catch from all gear types comprising a total of 36 181 

species (Table S3). Many individual fishers thus competed for the same resources, irrespective 182 

of their choice of fishing gear (Table S4).  183 

 184 

Social-ecological network closure 185 
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We tested if and to what extent social-ecological network closure helped to explain the structure 186 

of our empirically observed social-ecological networks by leveraging advances in multilevel 187 

exponential random graph models45 (ERGMs; see Methods, SI). We found a significant positive 188 

effect of social-ecological network closure in three of our five sites: sites A-C, as indicated by 189 

the positive and significant parameter estimates for the closed, cross-level social-ecological 190 

triangle (Table 1). Thus, in sites A-C, fishers harvesting the same resources were significantly 191 

more likely to have formed cooperative communication ties, whereas in sites D and E, they were 192 

not. Aside from this effect, results from our ERGMs showed little to no difference across sites in 193 

endogenous and exogenous factors structuring the empirical social-ecological networks. In all 194 

sites fishers had a similar baseline tendency to form social ties (social network density, Table 1). 195 

There was no consistent, significant effect of preferential attachment46 (centralization) in the 196 

social networks (Table 1). Fishers had a tendency to form ties with community leaders more so 197 

than others in all sites47, as indicated by the positive and significant parameter estimates for 198 

leader activity shown in Table 1. There was also a significant homophily effect48 on landing site 199 

in all of our study sites where more than one landing site is in regular use (SI), meaning that 200 

fishers tended to preferentially form ties with others from their community who visit the same 201 

location to land and sell their fish (Table 1). Lastly, we found a significant, positive effect of 202 

social network closure19 (i.e., closure in the social network A, Fig. 1), indicating that in all of our 203 

sites, there was a general tendency for fishers to form triadic social structures (i.e., a friend of 204 

my friend is also my friend; Table 1). Importantly, even when controlling for this general 205 

tendency for cooperative, triadic structures to emerge in the social network, fishers in only three 206 

of our five study sites (sites A-C) had specifically formed cooperative communication ties when 207 

they shared the same resource more so than expected by chance alone. 208 

 209 

Ecological conditions 210 
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We found evidence that social-ecological network closure is indeed associated with positive 211 

ecological conditions (Fig. 3). Specifically, we found a significantly higher mean level of both 212 

reef fish biomass and functional richness in sites with a positive tendency toward social-213 

ecological network closure (sites A-C) compared to those without [biomass: t(9.49)=2.09, p=.03; 214 

functional richness: t(12.45)=3.56, p <0.01]. Effect size estimates suggest that these differences 215 

are meaningful (Cohen’s D, biomass = 0.89, 90% CI = 0.17, 1.71; Cohen’s D, functional 216 

richness = 1.55, 90% CI = 0.60, 2.50). Importantly, differences in ecological conditions across 217 

sites do not appear to be related to other biophysical, environmental, or human impact factors 218 

known to be important for driving reef ecosystem conditions (Table 2). Specifically, we found no 219 

significant difference between sites with and without social-ecological network closure in terms 220 

of sea surface temperature (SST), net primary productivity (NPP), coral cover, rugosity (a 221 

measure of structural complexity49), human gravity50 (a human impact measure that accounts for 222 

population size and reef accessibility51), or fishing pressure (Table 2). The potential differences 223 

in shared vs. non-shared species comprising our biomass estimates also do not appear to 224 

explain these results; e.g., the majority of our biomass estimates are comprised of species that 225 

are caught by multiple competing fishers (SI, Table S4). These results lend support to our 226 

hypothesis that social-ecological network closure can help to overcome commons dilemmas – 227 

indeed, where actors linked to the same resource had a significant tendency to form cooperative 228 

communication ties (i.e., sites A-C), we saw better ecological conditions.  229 

 230 

Key social processes  231 

The results of our exploratory assessment of key social processes supported by social-232 

ecological network closure (Fig. 2) largely correspond with our theoretical expectations. First, 233 

we found indicative evidence that sites D and E (which do not exhibit a predisposition for social-234 

ecological network closure, Table 1) differed from other sites in regards to (1) trust, and (2) 235 

shared vision (i.e., resource users have a common understanding of how the system operates 236 
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and how their actions affect it)53. Although there were no significant differences in mean levels 237 

of trust between sites with and without social-ecological network closure, we found that there 238 

was significantly more variation in trust in both sites D and E compared to other sites. This 239 

indicates that in sites D and E there is less agreement about whether others can be trusted, and 240 

the lack of social-ecological network closure in these sites suggests there may be pockets of 241 

mistrust – or at least a lack of trust – between resource competitors who do not communicate29. 242 

We also found that respondents in site D exhibited significantly more variation in their 243 

understanding of the state of coral reef fisheries resources (Table 3). Second, sites D and E 244 

also differed from other sites in terms of the commitments made regarding fishery management. 245 

For example, in terms of the rules in use, we found that all sites had instituted some form of 246 

access rights and designated an area that was closed for fishing. However, only sites A-C had 247 

also agreed on and successfully initiated gear restrictions, despite reports that internal conflict 248 

over gear use continued to be a problem in both sites D and E. Mechanisms to aid in conflict 249 

resolution had also not been designed and established in site E (Table 3).  250 

 251 

Social and institutional conditions 252 

Success in managing the commons in the absence or failure of top-down governance is known 253 

to be associated with a set of social and institutional conditions26,53,54. Some of these conditions 254 

we argue here are directly supported by social-ecological network closure (e.g., trust, a shared 255 

vision; Fig 2). Yet others are not (e.g., dependence on common resources; organizational 256 

experience/leadership). Thus, any variation in these conditions across sites may offer 257 

competing explanations for observed differences in ecological conditions. To account for these 258 

potentially confounding factors, we used data from our fisher surveys, interviewed community 259 

leaders, and drew on existing research55 (Methods). We found little to no differences across 260 

sites in these social and institutional conditions: all had high levels of dependence on fisheries 261 

resources, the rights to devise local institutions for management, and had prior organizational 262 
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experience and local leadership (Table 4). All had developed rules adapted to the local 263 

condition, the ability to exclude outsiders, graduated sanctions, monitors that were locally 264 

accountable, and high levels of participation in decision-making (Table 4). Hence, none of these 265 

conditions could explain the observed differences in biomass and functional richness of fished 266 

resources.  267 

 268 

Discussion 269 

Our quantitative and qualitative results provide evidence that closed social-ecological network 270 

structures amongst direct resource competitors facilitates more effective cooperation that can 271 

promote positive ecological outcomes in coral reefs. In these multi-resource commons settings, 272 

the distinction between cooperation in a general sense and the more precise form of 273 

cooperation evaluated here that accounts for complex social-ecological interdependencies 274 

appears to be an important one. Indeed, results from our network models demonstrate that all 275 

study sites have a baseline propensity for cooperation among social actors (indicated by the 276 

significant, positive parameter estimates for ‘social network closure’, Table 1). This result 277 

supports recent research on the risk hypothesis20, which argues that social actors tend to form 278 

closed, triadic social network structures to manage high-risk cooperation problems due to their 279 

ability to help develop and sustain trust and exert social pressure to comply with rules. Yet 280 

despite this baseline tendency for cooperation across all sites, our results demonstrate that only 281 

sites A-C have a propensity for cooperation that results in social-ecological alignment by directly 282 

binding those who are dependent on the same resources (‘social-ecological network closure’, 283 

Table 1). Importantly, sites A-C also had higher levels of both biomass and functional richness 284 

of fished resources (Fig. 3), and these ecological conditions do not appear to be related to other 285 

network effects (Table 1), biophysical, environmental, or human impact characteristics (Table 2), 286 

or potentially confounding social and institutional factors (Table 4). 287 
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 288 

We proposed several theoretical mechanisms by which social-ecological network closure 289 

capturing cooperative communication amongst direct resource competitors might impact 290 

ecological conditions in this setting: i.e., the development trust, a shared vision, and the 291 

establishment of commitments among direct resource competitors toward sustainable resource 292 

management (Fig. 2). Our exploratory evaluation of these social processes was in line with our 293 

theoretical predictions. Specifically, we found that sites with a propensity for social-ecological 294 

network closure (sites A-C) demonstrated less variation in trust; a higher level of agreement on 295 

the state of reef resources; and a stronger commitment to sustainably managing reef resources, 296 

demonstrated by the establishment of a greater number of rules and avenues for conflict 297 

resolution (Table 3). This is important because reaching a consensus regarding what actions to 298 

take to manage common-pool resources such as reef fisheries and whether they will be 299 

effective is likely to be more difficult where there is less agreement about the state of the 300 

resource system and about whether people – especially direct resource competitors – can be 301 

trusted, e.g., to comply with devised rules53. Indeed, although our sites without a propensity for 302 

social-ecological network closure (sites D and E) had devised some rules at the time of data 303 

collection, previous research55 suggests that these rules were not easily established (e.g., 55 304 

found that they experienced substantial delays in designating areas closed for fishing after 305 

indicating initial interest compared to other sites). Moreover, sites without a propensity for 306 

social-ecological network closure had not agreed on and instituted gear restrictions, which play 307 

a key role in managing reef fisheries because they modify fishing behavior rather than trying to 308 

prevent it56. This distinction is important because many reefs are located in developing countries, 309 

where more stringent regulations can undermine livelihoods and be difficult to enforce56. 310 

 311 

Practically, our results suggest that investments in building community capacity that specifically 312 

focus on establishing communication channels among direct resource competitors can improve 313 
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reef ecosystem conditions. Yet given the competitive nature of many common-pool resource 314 

systems such as reef fisheries57, important questions remain regarding how these relationships 315 

can be built. Here, key social-ecological interactions were defined as those that linked fishers to 316 

specific species based on their fishing gear (Fig. 1). Our results thus suggest that stimulating 317 

gear-based communication may indirectly lead to a greater propensity for social-ecological 318 

network closure since the same set of species tend to be targeted by the same gear (Table S3, 319 

SI). These communication channels can be facilitated by creating communities of practice 320 

centered around gear and technology, which can act to stimulate learning, build trust, and 321 

enhance shared ecological understanding of factors important for resources to be sustained58. 322 

However, caution is warranted, as efforts to build such communities of practice could lead to the 323 

emergence of competing gear-based coalitions and a zero-sum game where the potential 324 

ecological benefits from restricting one gear are captured by users of another gear37. This is a 325 

genuine risk in multi-species, multi-gear reef fisheries and other similar common pool-resource 326 

systems, where gear competition is ubiquitous. Thus, broader community building strategies 327 

that seek to establish communication and trust across all direct resource competitors, including 328 

actors using different gear types but overlapping in target species, is critical for achieving long-329 

term sustainability. Notably, this communication may not need to be maintained over the long-330 

term, as recent research suggests that communication can have a persistent effect on 331 

cooperation in social dilemmas even after it has been removed29. What is critical however is that 332 

communication occurs long enough to establish prosocial norms that can activate guilt if and 333 

when someone considers defecting29.  334 

 335 

This study represents the first multi-site comparative analysis to examine how key aspects of 336 

social-ecological networks relate to quantitative ecosystem conditions. It therefore fills a critical 337 

gap in advancing integrative social-ecological network approaches for environmental problem-338 

solving, which has been repeatedly advocated in recent years6,7,9. Applying this approach, we 339 
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tested an important theoretical question regarding how social-ecological alignment relates to 340 

ecological conditions. Future research can extend this work to empirically test theory-driven 341 

hypotheses regarding other types of social-ecological interdependencies at various scales that 342 

may have important impacts on sustainability outcomes. For example, if coupled with dynamic 343 

or longitudinal data, this framework could be used to test explicit hypotheses about how 344 

changes in social structures drive the formation or dissolution of ecological links. The framework 345 

could also be used to explicitly capture social-ecological feedbacks, which have been difficult to 346 

study empirically.  347 

 348 

Given the multitude and scale of anthropogenic drivers affecting the environment33 and the 349 

costs associated with cooperation57, understanding who should cooperate with whom in 350 

different contexts and to address different types of environmental problems is becoming 351 

increasingly important14. The benefit of the interdisciplinary social-ecological network approach 352 

described here is that it allows for a much more nuanced and precise understanding of the 353 

interdependencies between social and ecological components of ecosystems, allowing one to 354 

unpack the specific types of cooperative connections that facilitate or hinder effective action. 355 

Employing this approach, we provide evidence that social-ecological network closure – fully 356 

linked and thus closed, network structures between social actors and ecological resources – 357 

supports key social processes that promote more effective collective management of shared 358 

resources, having demonstrable ecological impacts. Our results suggest that investments in 359 

building community capacity that specifically focus on establishing communication, trust, and a 360 

shared understanding among direct resource competitors can improve ecological conditions in 361 

coral reef fisheries.  362 

  363 

 364 
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Methods  365 

Summary of our empirical strategy. We studied five coral reef fishing communities along the 366 

Kenyan coast. To test our hypothesis, we used a combination of quantitative and qualitative 367 

interdisciplinary data collected via semi-structured fisher surveys, underwater visual census, 368 

observed fish landings, key informant and expert interviews, and published reports55. 369 

Specifically, we drew on information from our fisher surveys, observed fish landings data, 370 

published reports, and expert interviews to construct full social-ecological networks akin to Fig. 371 

1 for each study site. We then tested if and to what extent the closed, cross-level social-372 

ecological triangle (i.e., ‘social-ecological network closure’, Fig. 1) helped to explain the 373 

empirically observed structural characteristics of these networks using multilevel exponential 374 

random graph models (ERGMs). Next, we tested for differences in ecological resource 375 

conditions within fished areas of sites with and without social-ecological network closure using 376 

underwater visual census data.  We also tested for differences in key biophysical, environmental, 377 

and human impact characteristics known to affect reef ecosystem conditions. We then drew on 378 

information from our fisher surveys, conducted key informant interviews, and reviewed 379 

published reports to explore whether the key social processes we argue are supported by 380 

social-ecological network closure were present in each site (i.e., Fig. 2). We also used this 381 

information to assess whether other social and institutional conditions associated with effective 382 

management of the commons26,53 may have affected ecological resource conditions across sites. 383 

 384 

Site selection. Sites were selected from a ~100km stretch of the Kenyan coast (Fig. S1) in 385 

collaboration with our partners at the Wildlife Conservation Society’s Coral Reef Conservation 386 

Program (TRM). We specifically chose sites (1) that were relatively close together to minimize 387 

differences in key biophysical and environmental conditions, (2) where fishing was the primary 388 

occupation of the majority of the population, (3) where our partners had been engaged in 389 
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monitoring, and (4) where communities were considered to have achieved a range of success in 390 

managing reef fisheries resources collectively as a community in order to combat declining 391 

trends (SI). Each site selected was comprised of a social community of fishers and an 392 

associated fishing area adjacent to their community that they use and have rights to manage 393 

(see SI for more details). All fishing areas sampled were shallow (<10m depth), exposed to 394 

similar environmental conditions (Table 2), and have a similar disturbance history (e.g., coral 395 

bleaching). 396 

 397 

Constructing the social-ecological networks. To capture cooperative communication 398 

relationships among fishers (i.e., the social network A, Fig. 1), we administered a semi-399 

structured fisher survey from December 2015 to May 2016. A total of 711 fishers were originally 400 

surveyed, representing 75-84% of the total estimated population of fishers within each site 401 

(Table S1). 81 fishers were subsequently dropped due to missing information (Table S1). We 402 

used a name generator with qualifiers (SI), where fishers were specifically asked to nominate up 403 

to ten individuals with whom they exchanged information and advice with about fishing and 404 

fishery management (e.g., rules, gears, and fishing locations). Name qualifiers were checked 405 

daily with local guides while fieldwork was being conducted to ensure identification accuracy of 406 

all nominated individuals. Non-respondent network actors were dropped and ties were 407 

symmetrized and treated as binary. The corresponding social networks were thus undirected, 408 

with edges representing information and advice relationships between respondents  and  in 409 

each site (Table S1, Fig. S1). Fishers were also asked to report what type of fishing gear they 410 

used in addition to other sociodemographic characteristics that existing research suggests plays 411 

a role in structuring social interactions in fisheries, e.g., ethnicity, leadership, and landing site47 412 

(Table S2). Surveys were conducted via in-person interviews in Swahili.  413 

 414 
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The ecological network (B, Fig. 1) captures trophic interactions among target fish species 415 

comprising the majority of catch by all fishing gears employed in our five study sites (  = 36 416 

species, SI; Fig. S2). Target fish species for each gear type were identified using detailed 417 

landings data from 25 landing sites along the Kenyan coast collected continuously between 418 

2010 and 2016 (Table S3). Trophic interactions (i.e., predator-prey relationships) were 419 

estimated based on a combination of diet, relative body size, and habitat use18,59,60 (SI). The 420 

corresponding ecological network was thus undirected, with edges representing trophic 421 

interactions between fish species  and	 . Social-ecological ties (X, Fig. 1) were identified by 422 

linking individual fish species to individual fishers via their primary fishing gear as identified in 423 

the fisher survey (Table S4). In other words, if fisher  used gear type  as their primary gear, 424 

and gear type  targeted fish species , a social-ecological link would exist between fisher  425 

and fish species . 426 

 427 

Multilevel network models. We used multilevel exponential graph models (ERGMs) (SI) to test 428 

the prevalence of the closed, cross-level social-ecological triangle configuration representing 429 

cooperative communication among direct resource competitors within each site. ERGMs are 430 

statistical models of networks based on explicit hypotheses about network dependence61. 431 

ERGMs model network ties explicitly by treating each tie as a random variable and specifying 432 

the probability of observing the network ( ) with 	nodes as a function of various local network 433 

processes. These network processes are expressed as micro-level network configurations (e.g., 434 

edges, stars, and triangles) where all ties are assumed conditionally dependent. The 435 

dependence assumption is key because it captures the idea that rather than forming at random, 436 

empirical network ties self-organize into various patterns arising from underlying social 437 

processes62, e.g., preferential attachment46 and transitivity19. The observed network structure is 438 

thus seen as one possible outcome of these stochastic network processes. Multilevel ERGMs 439 
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can be seen as an extension of ERGMs that account for networks linked across multiple levels45. 440 

Here, network ties are considered interdependent not only within levels but also across levels, 441 

enabling the interpretation of cross-level interactions and configurations (e.g., Fig. 1). In this 442 

study, we employed an extended version of multilevel ERGMs which builds on social selection 443 

models63 to incorporate nodal attributes as exogenous covariates in order to account for their 444 

ability to effect network structures (SI). 445 

 446 

We tested for social-ecological network closure – i.e., the closed, cross-level social-ecological 447 

triangle depicted in Fig 1 - while controlling for nodal attributes known to shape social 448 

interactions among fishers and other well-known mechanisms involved in shaping social 449 

networks61. Nodal attributes included were (1) leader activity (the propensity for leaders to be 450 

active/have more ties in the network) and (2) landing site homophily (homophily among fishers 451 

using the same landing site), as these have been shown to affect social tie formation in small-452 

scale fisheries47. Full models also included controls for activity in each landing site where a 453 

residual analysis64 suggested fishers associated with that landing site were more active in 454 

forming and maintaining ties than would be expected by chance alone (Table S5). To control for 455 

endogenous mechanisms in the social network, we included (1) the edge parameter to capture 456 

density, which corresponds to the baseline propensity to establish ties; (2) centralization 457 

parameters (the alternating star and a 2-Star parameter where appropriate; SI) to capture 458 

preferential attachment; and (3) the alternating triangle parameter to capture transitive closure. 459 

Because the focus here was on social processes, and particularly the propensity for fishers to 460 

form ties with direct resource competitors, the X and B level networks (Fig. 1) were fixed and 461 

treated as exogenous, which means that their structure was treated as given and therefore ties 462 

within these levels were not explicitly modeled. Goodness-of-fit tests and residual analyses 463 

demonstrated that nearly all graph characteristics were well accounted for by our final models 464 

(SI, Table S6). Mahalanobis distances for each model indicated a better model fit with the 465 
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inclusion of the cross-level social-ecological triangle (SI). All models were run in MPNet65, which 466 

implements a Markov Chain Monte Carlo procedure to estimate model parameters using 467 

maximum likelihood estimation, as described in 66. More details regarding model specification 468 

and estimation are provided in the SI. 469 

 470 

Assessment of ecological conditions. We used detailed underwater visual census data 471 

collected between 2010-2015 that surveyed fish in replicate 500m2 transects at each site (SI, 472 

Table S7) to generate our estimates of biomass and functional richness of fished resources. 473 

Further details are provided in the SI. Using this data, we tested for mean differences in reef fish 474 

biomass and functional richness between sites with and without social-ecological network 475 

closure using a two-sample t-test and effect size estimates (Cohen’s D). We conducted identical 476 

tests on all available data (2010-2015) and on data from 2014 only (which most closely matches 477 

when our social data was collected), and found no difference in our results (Table S8).  478 

 479 

Identifying key social processes. To explore the presence of, and variation in key social 480 

processes theorized to be supported by social-ecological network closure (Fig. 2, Table 3), we 481 

drew on our fisher survey, community leader interviews, and existing research55. Specifically, 482 

we examined trust using a five point Likert-scale variable in our fisher survey, where fishers 483 

were asked to report how much they trusted other fishers. To assess whether fishers had a 484 

common understanding or shared image, we asked how they perceived the state of the 485 

resource system in our fisher survey (i.e., was there more, the same, or less fish on the reef 486 

than 5 years ago?). We compared the variation in fisher’s perceptions of the state of the 487 

resource system and trust across sites using Levene’s test for the equality of variance. To 488 

assess the level of commitments made within each site regarding the management of fishery 489 

resources, we interviewed community leaders to examine the rules in use and whether conflict 490 
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resolution mechanisms had been established. Reports of within community conflict were 491 

described in 55. 492 

     493 

Accounting for potentially confounding factors. We assessed differences in key biophysical, 494 

environmental, and human impact characteristics known to effect reef ecosystem condition 495 

between sites with and without social-ecological network closure using a two-sample t-test and 496 

effect size estimates (Cohen’s D; Table 2). Biophysical variables were hard coral cover67 and 497 

rugosity, a measure of the structural complexity of the habitat49. Environmental variables were 498 

sea surface temperature (SST) and net primary productivity (NPP). Human impact measures 499 

were fishing pressure and human gravity50, a metric that accounts for human population and 500 

reef accessibility (including travel time51) that aims to capture both market and subsistence 501 

pressures on reefs. Data sources and methods are detailed in the SI and Table S7. To assess 502 

relevant social and institutional conditions within each site (Table 4), we examined the 503 

prevalence of, and variation in Ostrom’s26 institutional design principles shown to support robust 504 

management of the commons54. Specifically, we interviewed community leaders to determine 505 

whether each site had the ability to exclude outsiders, if rules were adapted to local conditions, 506 

whether graduated sanctions were in place, and if conflict resolution mechanisms existed. We 507 

drew on existing research42 to determine whether monitors were locally accountable and if 508 

communities had rights to devise their own institutions without being challenged by external 509 

governing authorities. We used our fisher survey to assess mean levels of participation in 510 

decision making about resource management issues. Using information from our fisher survey 511 

and published reports42, we also examined two attributes known to be positively related to 512 

collective action in the commons: (1) salience, i.e., the majority of resource users are dependent 513 

on the resource system to support their livelihoods, and (2) prior organizational experience and 514 

local leadership53.  515 

 516 
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Limitations. Common to empirical inquiries attempting to uncover network effects68, our 517 

comparative analysis is not without limitations. First, due to the high data demands of our 518 

approach and the intensive nature of collecting detailed and complete, empirical social networks, 519 

we were only able to study five communities. Despite this, the results of our multilevel ERGMs 520 

and ecological conditions provide clear support for our hypothesis, and we were able to further 521 

support our inferences by incorporating a range of additional data characterizing key social 522 

processes; biophysical, environmental, and human impact characteristics; as well as the social 523 

and institutional conditions in each community. Second, because we collected detailed social 524 

network data in addition to data on fishing behaviors and other social factors, the amount of time 525 

spent on each topic in our interviews had to be carefully considered in order to avoid respondent 526 

fatigue. Thus, we were only able to gain preliminary empirical insights into the mechanisms by 527 

which social-ecological network closure can affect ecological conditions (Fig. 2). Mechanisms – 528 

particularly those that involve human behaviour – are difficult to isolate and study empirically in 529 

field settings. As an example, we assessed variation in perceptions over the state of reef 530 

resources to gauge whether fishers had a common understanding or shared image of the 531 

resource system and how it operates (Table 3); yet it’s possible that variation in fisher’s 532 

perceptions of the state of the resource could potentially be due to more complex, or less 533 

obvious resource dynamics. However, we emphasize that the mechanisms proposed here have 534 

strong theoretical support28,29,31. Our empirical assessment of social processes that underpin the 535 

theoretical mechanisms we discuss in this paper should thus be seen as exploratory in nature, 536 

and only one part of a triangulation effort to more thoroughly test our claims linking social-537 

ecological network closure to ecological conditions. Third, our approach relied on cross-538 

sectional network and socioeconomic data, preventing us from establishing clear temporal 539 

trends and causality between social-ecological network closure and ecological conditions. This 540 

is a common limitation in empirical social-ecological research due to high data demands, and is 541 

particularly pronounced with empirical network research. However, our inquiry was grounded in 542 
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well-established theories of communication and cooperation, giving us a high level of 543 

confidence that our results point to social-ecological network closure as a predecessor to 544 

improved ecological conditions, rather than the reverse. More firmly establishing casual links 545 

would require integrative, interdisciplinary social and ecological data collected at multiple points 546 

in time – a task likely to require a career of work, but could be more efficiently facilitated by long-547 

term collaborative endeavors.  548 

 549 

 550 

Ethics statement. Research protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the 551 

Office of Research Compliance Human Studies Program at the University of Hawaii at Manoa 552 

and the Human Ethics Research Committee at James Cook University. Informed consent was 553 

obtained from all respondents. 554 

 555 

 556 

Data availability. Summary data that support the findings of this study are available within the 557 

paper and its Supplementary information files. Raw data is available upon request from the 558 

corresponding author M.L.B. with reasonable restrictions, as these data contain information that 559 

could compromise research participant privacy and consent.  560 
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Fig. 1. A coral reef fishery as a multilevel social-ecological network. An illustrative example of the 739 

integrative, social-ecological network modeling approach and key configuration of interest. The social 740 

network (A) captures key communication relationships between individual fishers. The ecological network 741 

(B) captures trophic interactions among target species. In reef fisheries, each fishing gear type catches a 742 

diverse and overlapping, but distinct assemblage of species in B. Individual fishers are thus linked to 743 

particular fish species (X; social-ecological ties) depending on the type of gear they use (depicted in the 744 

nodes in A). All nodes and links are representative of our empirical data. The multilevel structure (A, B, X) 745 

captures the dependencies that exist within the system, i.e., how features of social and ecological 746 

systems are interrelated both within and across levels. Full multilevel social-ecological networks can be 747 

disassembled into smaller building blocks, or key configurations (right), that form the foundation for the 748 

larger system structure4,24. Here, a form of social-ecological alignment is emphasized, i.e., ‘social-749 

ecological network closure’, which captures the tendency for actors tied to the same resource to form 750 

cooperative communication ties.  751 

 752 

Fig. 2.  A conceptual diagram illustrating the theoretical mechanisms by which social-ecological 753 

network closure can lead to improved ecological conditions in the commons. When direct resource 754 

competitors in settings characterized by strong and complex patterns of social-ecological interactions 755 

form cooperative communication ties, it lays the foundation for the emergence of trust; a shared vision; 756 

and sustained commitments28,30,31 regarding the management of shared resources. Two examples of 757 

such commitments include the development of conflict resolution mechanisms and agreement on rules. 758 

These social interactions and processes can ultimately lead to improved ecological conditions. It’s 759 

important to note that this figure is only illustrative of key mechanisms linking social-ecological network 760 

closure to ecological conditions, and does not include the full range of social-ecological interactions and 761 

feedbacks that can affect both ecological and social conditions in any given environmental system. 762 

 763 

Fig 3. Ecological conditions across study sites A-E. Sites that have a significant, positive social-764 

ecological network closure effect (sites A-C) are outlined in the grey box with the network icon. (A) Fish 765 

biomass observed in fished areas across each study site from underwater visual surveys compared to the 766 
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expected level of pristine fish biomass (green line) for unfished reef ecosystems in Kenya, as reported by 767 
52. Black dots are individual data points; gray bars and text above bars report mean biomass observed; 768 

gray arrows denote closeness towards pristine biomass (1200kg/ha); percentage difference between 769 

pristine and observed biomass is reported below the green line. (B) Functional richness of reef fish 770 

species (mean ± SE) in fished areas across each study site based on underwater visual surveys and a 771 

combination of abundances and trait values. Black dots are individual data points. There is a significantly 772 

higher mean level of both reef fish biomass and functional richness in sites with a positive tendency 773 

toward social-ecological network closure compared to those without [t(9.49)=2.09, p=.03; t(12.45)=3.56, p 774 

<0.01; respectively]; and effect size estimates suggest that these differences are meaningful (Cohen’s D 775 

= 0.89, 90% CI = 0.17, 1.71; Cohen’s D = 1.55, 90% CI = 0.60, 2.50; respectively). 776 

 777 

 778 

Tables 779 

Table 1. The importance of social-ecological network closure across five coral reef fishing 780 

communities modeled as multilevel social-ecological networks. Values shown are the coefficients 781 

(and SEs) of social-ecological network closure (shaded) and other key parameters from five multilevel 782 

exponential random graph models (ERGMs) fit to empirical social-ecological networks representing each 783 

reef fishing community (sites A-E). Significant effects of social-ecological network closure are bold. 784 

*indicates significance at P < 0.05. 785 
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 786 
1Conceptual graphical depictions representing each effect, where shapes and colors follow Fig. 1. L indicates an actor in the social 787 
network whom is also a leader, and the tie linking this leader to another social actor demonstrates the potential for leaders to have 788 
more ties on average than others; a indicates an actor in the social network whom uses hypothetical landing site a, and the tie 789 
linking this actor to another whom also uses landing site a demonstrates the potential homophily effect on landing site. Note that the 790 
depictions for centralization and closure in the social network are only representative of these concepts; they do not explicitly 791 
capture the alternating nature of the specific parameters included in the model (termed ASA and ATA in MPNet), which are 792 
described in detail in the SI. 793 
2 In multi-level ERGMs, the parameter estimates for cross-level effects (e.g., social-ecological network closure) cannot be directly 794 
compared to the parameter estimates for within-level effects (e.g., social network density). Model fit was evaluated using goodness-795 
of-fit tests, and the Mahalanobis distance for each model indicated a better model fit with social-ecological network closure included 796 
in the models (Methods, SI).  797 
3 Full models also included controls for activity in each landing site where a residual analysis suggested fishers may be more active 798 
in forming and maintaining ties than would be expected by chance alone (see Table S5). 799 

 800 

 801 

Table 2. Biophysical, environmental, and human impact characteristics across coral reef sites 802 

with and without significant social-ecological (s-e) network closure effects. Values reported reflect 803 

summary statistics across groups, results from a two-sample t-test of their mean difference, and 804 

estimated effect sizes. SST= sea surface temperature; NPP=net primary productivity; rugosity is a 805 

measure of structural complexity; human gravity is a measure of human impacts that accounts for human 806 

population size and reef accessibility50.  807 
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Year(s) 

With s-e closure (A-C) Without s-e closure (D-E) Two-sample t-test Effect size 

n mean sd n mean sd 

t(df)=t-value, 

p-value 

Cohen's D  

[90% CI] 

SST 2010-2015 18 27.33 0.14 12 27.26 0.13 t(28)=1.34, 0.19 0.50 [-0.13, 1.12] 

NPP 2002 - 2013 3 1021.75 83.04 2 951.77 0 t(2)=1.46, 0.28 1.03 [-0.76, 2.63] 

Coral Covera 2010-2015 3 29.86 11.57 7 32.49 5.36 t(8)= -0.51, 0.62 -0.35 [-1.71, 1.02] 

Rugosity
a 

2010-2015 3 1.22 0.01 7 1.22 0.05 t(8)= -0.03, 0.97 -0.02 [-1.16, 1.11] 

Human gravity 2014 3 1940.33 1538.97 2 4471.5 5609.48 t(3)=-0.72, 0.53 -0.65 [-2.16, 0.96] 

Fishing pressure 2015 3 119 98.88 2 153.5 21.92 t(3)=-0.46, 0.68 -0.42 [-1.92, 1.14] 

aBenthic data to calculate coral cover and rugosity was unavailable in site A; thus ‘With s-e closure’ for these metrics report means 808 
from sites B and C. Table S7 provides evidence that there is no meaningful bias introduced by the inclusion of site A in our other 809 
metrics, including our metrics of ecological condition. 810 
 811 

 812 

Table 3. Key social processes theorized to be supported by social-ecological network closure 813 

across sites. (FS = fisher survey, CL = community leader interview). Notable differences are in reported 814 

in bold. 815 

 Attributes Measurement 
Site 

A B C D E 

Trust 

Trust in fishers, reported on a scale of 1-5 

(none, more distrust than trust, half/half, trust 

more than distrust, trust all); mean/SD - FS 

3.93 

(0.96) 

3.95 

(0.98) 

3.84 

(0.95) 

4.09 

(1.11)* 

3.63 

(1.19)* 

Common understanding/ 

shared vision 

Perception of resource state, where 

respondent reported there were less  

(-1), the same (0), or more (1) fish on reef than 

5 yrs prior; mean/SD - FS 

-0.82 

(0.55) 

-0.92 

(0.35) 

-0.84 

(0.53) 

-0.67 

(0.72)* 

-0.87 

(0.44) 

Commitments 
   

  
 

Rules 
     

  

         Closed area Yes/no - CL yes yes yes yes yes 

         Access rights Yes/no - CL yes yes yes yes yes 

         Gear restrictions Yes/no - CL yes yes yes no no 

Conflict resolution mechanisms Yes/no - CL yes yes yes yes no 

        Internal conflicts  Reports of conflict within the community over no no no yes yes 
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gear use; yes/no - 55

* indicates a significantly different variance than those reported without a footnote according to Levene’s robust test statistic for the equality of 816 
variances between groups.  817 
 818 
 819 
 820 

Table 4. Social and institutional conditions across sites (FS = fisher survey, CL = community leader 821 

interview).  822 

    Site 

Attributes Measurement A B C D E 

Dependence on resource 
% of respondents who ranked fishing 

as their primary livelihood - FS 
92% 85% 92% 70% 99% 

Rights to devise institution Yes/no - 55 yes yes yes yes yes 

Ability to exclude outsiders Yes/no - CL yes yes yes yes yes 

Organizational experience/leadership Yes/no - 55 yes yes yes yes yes 

Rules adapted to local condition Yes/no - CL yes yes yes yes yes 

Participation in decision making 

Respondent was not (0), passively (1), 

or actively (2) involved in decisions 

about resource mgmt, or held a 

leadership position (3); mean/SD - FS 

0.76 

(0.73) 

0.98 

(0.80) 

0.62 

(0.72) 

0.68 

(0.72) 

0.74 

(0.67) 

Monitors locally accountable  Yes/no  - 55 yes yes yes yes yes 

Graduated sanctions Yes/no - CL yes yes yes yes yes 

 823 

 824 
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